LOGO introduction

Our logo symbolizes what we stand for and
represents our reliability, trustworthiness
and excellence to our customers.

The logo has two components:
a. The symbol, consisting of a circle with a thick
stroke, representing the sun/energy, interlocked
with the isometric representation of a cubical
frame intended to symbolize the human
environment and, on a more general level,
structure, function and order.
b. The solara.ro logotype, written with a typeface
specially designed for this purpose. The dot was
enlarged and moved to the horizontal median axis
of the logotype, turning it into a decorative element
intended to "link" to the symbol's circle.

The logo is the main element of solara.ro's identity
and should be used as depicted and described
in this guide.
It must always be reproduced from the following
electronic reference files:
solara.ro_LOGO+slogan-orizontal_REF.cdr
solara.ro_LOGO+slogan-vertical_REF.cdr
It should never be decorated, altered, distorted
or recreated in any way.
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LOGO horizontal

The horizontal combination of symbol and
logotype is the preferred logo configuration
and should be used whenever appropriate.
Clear Space
For visibility, impact and overall integrity, it is
important to retain a designated clear space
around the solara.ro logo.
The minimum clear area around the logo is
shown on the left. This area must remain clear
of any graphic elements, edges or folds.
Minimum size
Under no circumstances should the solara.ro
horizontal logo be reproduced smaller than
50 mm or 250 pixels wide.

50.00 mm
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LOGO vertical

The vertical combination of symbol and logotype
should be used whenever the available space
and the visual context is vertically oriented.
Clear Space
For visibility, impact and overall integrity, it is
important to retain a designated clear space
around the solara.ro logo.
The minimum clear area around the logo is
shown on the left. This area must remain clear
of any graphic elements, edges or folds.
Minimum size
Under no circumstances should the solara.ro
vertical logo be reproduced smaller than
35 mm or 164 pixels wide.

35.00 mm
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LOGO colours

1

In order to build a consistent identity, it is important
to reproduce the solara.ro logo in its full colour
design whenever possible.
In situations where the colours in our logo cannot
be reproduced accurately or when the surface or
background on which it is applied does not provide
sufficient contrast, the black or white reverse
options may be used.
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1. Every effort should be made to use the logo in
red and white on solid yellow background.
This is the preferred colour combination for the
solara.ro logo (for detailed colour specification see
please page 9 of the guide)
2. When there is in no way possible to use the logo
on solid yellow, it should be used in red and yellow
on white background.
This is the second accepted colour combination for
the solara.ro logo.
3. In certain special cases when a dark solid
background is needed, the logo can be used in red
and yellow on solid black
Never use for the logo itself any other colours than
those specified in the guide.
Never use for the full colour logo any background
solid colours other than those specified here.
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LOGO solid

1

1. BLACK LOGO
A black version of the solara.ro logo should be
used when:

multi-coloured printing is not an option

the logo is printed on a coloured background
without sufficient contrast

the background colour distracts from the
colours of the logo.
2. WHITE REVERSE LOGO
The white reverse version of the solara.ro logo
should be used only when the logo must reverse
out of a dark background. This logo option should
only be used when it is not possible to use the
full-colour or solid-black logo.
Never reproduce the solara.ro solid logo in any
other colours than black and white.

2
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LOGO backgrounds

The solara.ro logo is designed to be used against
the backgrounds specified on the previous pages.
When the logo has to be placed on photographic
images or textured backgrounds, the black or
white reverse logo versions must be used,
depending on the general brightness of the
background.
Photographic images should have a less visually
agitated area where the logo can be placed.
Textured backgrounds should be subdued and
never compete visually with the logo.
The photographic and textured backgrounds
should preferably have yellow as main cromatic
component
Never place the solara.ro logo on backgrounds
that do not provide sufficient contrast.
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LOGO + tagline

The tagline “CĂLDURĂ GRATIS” ("HEAT FOR FREE")
should accompany the solara.ro logo on all
advertising materials.
The tagline is written in capital letters using a
customized version of the Square 721 Ex BT font.
The only allowed positions of the tagline in relation
to the logo are shown to the left - only one of these
configurations should be used, depending on the
geometry of the available space.

Clear Space
As previously specified, it is important to retain
a designated clear space around the solara.ro logo
and this principle applies also to the combination
logo + tagline.
The minimum clear areas around the logo + tagline
are shown on the left. These areas must remain
clear of any graphic elements, edges or folds.

Do not modify the scale, the proportions and the
positions of the tagline in relation to the logo.
Do not use any other font to write the tagline.

position 2

position 1

To accurately reproduce the correct combinations
logo + tagline always use the constructions
provided in the electronic reference files:
solara.ro_LOGO+slogan-orizontal_REF.cdr
solara.ro_LOGO+slogan-vertical_REF.cdr
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LOGO incorrect use

04

solara ro
02
03

Incorrect usage of the logo can jeopardize our
trademark rights and create confusion in the
marketplace. The logo must therefor be used
only as provided in the electronic reference files:
solara.ro_LOGO+slogan-orizontal_REF.cdr
solara.ro_LOGO+slogan-vertical_REF.cdr

The examples on the left and the list below
outline how the logo should NOT be used.
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01. Do not alter any of the proportions of the logo.
06

02. Do not place the symbol in any position
relative to the logotype other than those given
in the electronic reference files.
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05

03. Do not rotate, skew or alter the geometry
of the logo or any of its parts.
04. Do not replace the custom logotype font with
any other one.
05. Do not use the logo in colors other than those
specified in this guide; do not use it only in outline.
06. Do not combine the logo with any graphic
elements other than the tagline.
07. Do not place the logo on a distracting
background.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Vestibulum sed odio ac risus
porta malesuada. Maecenas sodales. In porta
malesuada velit. Donec adipiscing. Integer sit
amet sem
sed ipsum ultricies
ornare. Nam pharetra. Pellentesque eget nunc
nec eros imperdiet bibendum. Aliquam eu dui.
Nunc faucibus rhoncus elit. Mauris gravida
tincidunt enim. Cras tempor, enim et bibendum
tempus, tellus arcu pretium libero, non
pharetra nulla dolor nec urna.
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08. Do not create patterns from the logo or its
elements, apart from a few exception cases
approved by a graphic designer.
09. Do not use the logo or any of its parts into
any text content as a substitute for the company's
brand name clearly written with the same font
used for the whole text.
10. The symbol:
a. cannot be used separately from the
logo as a substitute for it or for the corporate
identity or company brand name, such as in
headlines, titles or text.
b. can be used separately from the logo
as main visual object in a promotional material
only if the whole solara.ro logo appears
in the same context.
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YELLOW 1 SOLARA

COLOURS

for backgrounds,
main/big graphic blocks

hex

ffd700

R
G
B

255
215
0

C
M
Y
K

0
15
100
0

Pantone 108C
Pantone 108U

YELLOW 2 SOLARA

YELLOW 3 SOLARA

for secondary/small
graphic blocks,
text over 20p

for text with thin/medium fonts
up to 20p only

RED SOLARA

Colour can make a brand quickly recognizable,
making it an important part of the solara.ro
visual identity. The consistent and exact use
of the solara.ro colours is an extremely
important aspect of the brand.
When reproducing the colours in different
mediums and for different applications, every
effort should be made to adhere to our colour
standards.
To accurately reproduce the colours on screen,
use the HEX and RGB values given here.
To accurately reproduce the colours in print,
match the appropriate Pantone Matching System
swatches.
When reproducing the colours in mediums other
than offset printing, visually match the given
colours as closely as possible.

hex

ffcd00

hex

ffc300

hex

7d190f

R
G
B

255
205
000

R
G
B

255
195
000

R
G
B

125
25
15

C
M
Y
K

0
20
100
0

C
M
Y
K

0
25
100
0

C
M
Y
K

20
100
100
35

Pantone
Pantone

116C
116U

Pantone 188C
Pantone 188U

Pantone 109C
Pantone 109U
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PRIMARY TYPEFACE
Light

AaĂăÂâBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiÎîJjKkLlMm
N n O o P p Q q R r S s Ş ş T t Ţ ţ U uVvWwX x Yy Z z
1234567890 .:,; " " `?! + - _*/\%|=()[]~<>^°@

Light Oblique

AaĂăÂâBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiÎîJjKkLlMm
N n O o P p Q q R r S s Ş ş T t Ţ ţ U uVvWwX x Yy Z z
1234567890 .:,; " " `?! + - _*/\%|=()[]~<>^°@

Medium

Medium Oblique

AaĂăÂâBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiÎîJjKkLlMm
N n O o P p Q q R r S s Ş ş T t Ţ ţ U uVvWwX x Yy Z z
1234567890 .:,; " " `?! + - _*/\%|=()[]~<>^°@
AaĂăÂâBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiÎîJjKkLlMm
N n O o P p Q q R r S s Ş ş T t Ţ ţ U uVvWwX x Yy Z z
1234567890 .:,; " " `?! + - _*/\%|=()[]~<>^°@

Bold

AaĂăÂâBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiÎîJjKkLlMm
N n O o P p Q q R r S s Ş ş T t Ţ ţ U uV vWwX x Yy Z z
1234567890 .:,; " " `?! + - _*/\%|=()[]~<>^°@

Bold Oblique

AaĂăÂâBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiÎîJjKkLlMm
N n O o P p Q q R r S s Ş ş T t Ţ ţ U uV v W wX x Yy Z z
1234567890 .:,; " " `?! + - _*/\%|=()[]~<>^°@

Galette
Typography adds an important element to the
brand identity system. Use of consistent typefaces
across communications adds another element that
defines the solara.ro look.
The primary typeface chosen to be used in printed
materials and where appropriate, in web graphics
is Galette.
Galette™ is a contemporary all-purpose sans-serif
for printing and online delivery, allowing the use of
one layout both as printed material and online
without loss of quality or legibility. Not only a high
resolution printing font with extensive kerning, it
was designed from the ground up for clear and
uniform display on the computer screen. It
displays more predictably than the traditional
fonts: no overhangs are used, the stroke
thickness of capitals and lower case letters is
identical, making hinting or antialiasing smoother
at any point size and zoom combination.
The hint of Art Nouveau makes the font more
expressive and individualistic.
A number of alternative capitals allows the font’s
expression to be turned up or down at will.
A generous complement of accented characters
(Western & Eastern European, Baltic, Turkish)
enables multi-lingual use.

designed by:
Jan Schmoeger/Paragraph
year of creation: 2008
copyright:
Paragraph
Paragraph
PO Box 437, Mentone,
Victoria 3194, Australia
+614 1494 4382
http://www.paragraph.com.au
info@paragraph.com.au
MyFonts references
http://www.myfonts.com/fonts/
paragraph/galette/
categories: computer-related,
decorative & display, legible, sans serif
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